2-e falloff and also allowing suitable local singularities and slower falloff, we demonstrate that the singular continuous spectrum of iV-body quantum Hamiltonians is empty. We accomplish this by extending Mourre's work on three body problems to JV-bodies.
S = -£(2m
dealt with the solution of (ii) and (iii) in case N = 3 but even in that case Faddeev required technical conditions on V y roughly requiring r~2~€ falloff and that certain compact operators depending linearly on V y not have 1 in their spectrum (there has recently been progress on removing this last restriction [7] ). Note that these conditions are now known to imply that the point spectrum has no negative accumulation points, partially solving (i) [2], [15] .
There have been solutions of (i)-(iii) for N > 4 assuming strong unproved hypotheses on the various H a [12] . As for results with assumptions only on the ( 
where E A is a spectral projection for H, K is compact In the above a C b means that the partition a is a refinement of b and the symbol a U b is union in the resulting lattice of partitions. Given the approximation property (2), the proofs of the above properties are not difficult.
In [14] , Simon proved that
a 2 for any continuous ƒ going to zero at infinity. In (4), K? is a compact operator depending on ƒ, the sum is over all partitions with two clusters and the ƒ's are a suitable partition of unity on R^N~^V. In exactly the same way one finds
where a k has ^-clusters, the sum is over all k + 1-cluster partitions and W y (H 0 + l)"" 1 is a t U 7 compact so those terms are small by shrinking/). Finally, by shrinking/), ƒ)(#(*,)) P(aù T{a t ) PiatfflKjii)) > K dist(X, thresholds) f t P 2 f t so (3) results.
